	
  
RISK W ARNING
On Foreign Exchange (FX) and Contract For Difference (CFD) trading, there are
speculative risks, such a situation that you may rapidly lose all of your money you have
invested. Therefore, you should read following risks, which might be occurred and clearly
understand before you start trading.
All trades are legally enforceable and we may take legal action to recover money you
owe Albus Capital (here after “us” or “we”).

1.

2.

RISKS OF MARGIN TRADING
1.1

Margin trading is leveraged trading that allows “gearing,” and traded on the
price movement of a product. By “gearing” you are enable to place a large
trade by only putting up a small amount of money as margin. You would
increase your profit when the price moves to which you aspire, but only a
small movement that is against to you would cause great amount of losses
and you may be required to deposit additional margin in order to keep open
the trade.

1.2

Due to the compulsory opening and closing time, all trades cannot be
opened and closed 24 hours day, such as national holidays and daylight
savings changes. Also, a market would be suspended for other some reasons,
you are unable to trade during these situations.

1.3

Therefore, you need to monitor carefully and enforce the trading on you
decision and responsibility.

MARKETS AND PRICES
2.1

3.

You will be trading only in our market with prices that we make, not
on an exchange, and we are able to change them anytime.

PROFITS AND LOSSES
3.1

Your losses occurring in trading with us are unlimited. Thus, in order
to protect from and minimise your loss, we strongly recommend to
use “limit order” that enables limiting loss at the beginning of or
during the trade, and/ or “stop loss order” as well. Details are in
Types of Order section. However, these orders cannot protect losses
perfectly and, result will depend on variety of situations and
conditions.

3.2

Your profits and losses might be influenced by such fluctuation in
foreign exchange rate. Interest rate may affect whether you make a
profit or loss.
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4.

VOLATILITY
4.1

5.

COLLATERAL
5.1

6.

7.

Prices that we offer are affected by underlying, and those are volatile
and unpredictable because there are no right of controlling over
movements. Under certain situations, you and we may be difficult or
even impossible to close an open position.

We accept your agreement about collateral in writing and/or by
electrically such as in our application form.

TRADING IN SHARES
6.1

If you are considering about trading in shares like in a company that
you are working for, you need to seek legal advices before you start
in order to protect from violating any regulations.

7.1

Your tax will be depending on where you trade and which regulation
you should follow. Therefore, you should seek independent tax
advice from professionals. (For example, your accountant, the tax
officer or other relevant experts)

TAX

This document is prepared by:
Albus Capital Inc.
Tel:+60 87 418 788
Fax: +60 87 413 788
U0155 2nd Floor Chung Kwong Building
Jalan OKK Awang Besar 87008
F.T. Labuan Malaysia
Albus Capital Inc. is authorised and regulated by the Labuan Financial Services
Authority(LFSA) license number MB/14/0004.
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